Abstract-This work proposes a parallel genetic algorithm for compressing scanned document images. A fitness function is designed with Hausdorff distance which determines the terminating condition. The algorithm helps to locate the text lines. A greater compression ratio has achieved with lesser distortion.
INTRODUCTION
Document image processing is a very important matter in our day to day life. Even though computerization is done in many of the offices, piles of old documents are remaining to enter in the digital world. Survey and land records, documents in registration offices, patent information, valuable manuscripts in palm leaf etc are some of the examples. Document Image Processing is a shortcut for entering such documents in the digital world. Document imaging help to capture, store, search and retrieve images easily. Document Image Processing involves image segmentation, analysis, enhancement, compression, reconstruction, transmission of document image etc.
The document image is captured through a scanner and stored as jpeg image. Document image enhancement helps to get clarity for the image. Compression of document images reduces the storage space required and also reduces the transmission time for sending images through internet. The scanner level implementation of the compression algorithm makes the work easier. The compression of document image reduces the bottleneck that occurs during facsimile transmission. This work proposes a parallel genetic algorithm based method for faster compression and for achieving a better compression ratio. In their paper " Text Document Authentication by Integrating inter character and word spaces water marking" [7] , Hujuan Yang and Alex C Kot suggests a method which makes use of the integrated inter character and word spaces for water marking embedding. An overlapping component which is of size 3 is utilized, whereby the relationship of the left and right spaces of the character is employed for the watermark embedding. The integrity of the document can be ensured by comparing the hash value of the character components of the document before and after watermark embedding, which can be applied to other line shifting and word shifting methods as well. While the authenticity of the document can be ensured by generating the gold-like sequence, which takes the secret key of the authorized user/owner as the seed value, and it is subsequently XORed (Exclusive OR) with hash value of the character components of the document to generate the content-based watermark. The capacity of the water mark has increased compared with conventional line shifting and word shifting methods. In the International Conference on Image Processing 2004, George Paolidis, Sofia Takeridou and Christodoulos Chamzas presented a paper " Jpeg-matched Data filling of Sparse images" which proposes a non linear projection scheme for data filling that matches the baseline JPEG coder and produces good compression results and improved image quality. Meftah, Boudjelal, Debakla, M., Zaagane, M., Benyettou, A., Lezoray, Olivier "Spiking neuron network for image segmentation (2008)" [8] , in this abstract they claim that Spiking Neuron Networks (SNNs) are often referred to as the 3rd generation of neural networks which have potential to solve problems related to biological stimuli. They derive their strength and interest from an accurate modeling of synaptic interactions between neurons, taking into account the time of spike emission. SNNs overcome the computational power of neural networks made of threshold or sigmoid units. Based on dynamic event driven processing, they open up new horizons for developing models with an exponential capacity of memorizing and a strong ability to fast adaptation. Moreover, SNNs add a new dimension, the temporal axis, to the representation capacity and the processing abilities of neural networks.
II. EARLIER WORKS AND PRESENT STATUS IN
In the article, "Learning to Segment Document Images, K S Seshkumar, Anoop Namboodiri and C V Jawahar [9] , the authors used a hierarchical frame work for document segmentation as an optimization problem. The model incorporates the dependencies between various levels of the hierarchy unlike traditional document segmentation algorithms. This framework is applied to learn the parameters of the document segmentation algorithm using optimization method like gradient descent and Q-learning. The novelty of their approach lies in learning the segmentation parameter in the absence of ground truth.
For fractal image and image sequence compression, Lucia Vences and Isaac Rudomin [10] used Genetic Algorithm to compress an image. Here Genetic Algorithms are used for randomly generated population of Local Iterated Function Systems (LIFS) , the one whose attractor is the first frame in the sequence. "Collage theorem" is considered as the foundation for the paper. There are different studies available on optimizing algorithms with the help of simple Genetic Algorithms (GA) [15] [16] . Most of the available works are suitable for ordinary images. And many works are not suitable for document images due to the complex nature of document images. Some of the studies available are suitable for bi-level document images and they are not applicable for gray scale or color images. Genetic Algorithms are applied for binary as well gray scale images.
III. COMPRESSION OPTIMIZATION USING PARALLEL GENETIC ALGORITHM
Compression of Document images was very relevant for managing disk space for a long period. Now the storage cost is reduced and the bottle neck lies at transmission time. And due to advancement in technology it is easy to retrieve information and store files without much delay. But considering the internet traffic, it is relevant to reduce the file size for transferring information with high speed. And most of the internet service providers fix their rate for certain GB of downloadable data. In such situations, if there are efficient lossless compression algorithms available to compress document images significantly, then it will help to reduce congestion in the network. The structure of the document image vary from language to language, context to context, content to content etc. Even though it contain certain common features like line spacing, word spacing, column spacing etc. there are certain difficulties and issues in identifying regions, i.e. certain difficulties in identifying boundaries, sometimes not exact boundaries, blurred edges, incomplete edges etc. In order to compress the data with ordinary algorithms, it is difficult to deal with large two dimensional space of document images. The compression technique using genetic algorithms helps to improve the scanning procedure of document images and store the image in a compressed format at the scanner level itself. And most of the available algorithms are for ordinary images, not for document images. So this work is an attempt to use parallel genetic algorithm for the lossless compression of document images. In 1960s John Holland proposed a method known as Genetic algorithm, which is useful and efficient when
The search space is large, complex or poorly understood The domain knowledge is scarce or expert knowledge is difficult to encode to the narrow search space. No mathematical analysis is available. Traditional search methods fail. Genetic Algorithms are a particular class of evolutionary search algorithms for global optimization. A genetic algorithm is designed by two components
• Genetic representation of the problem domain • A fitness function to the problem domain
A. Representation of the problem
A document is scanned and the image is stored as a "*.jpeg" file. (Fig:1) The image is represented as Quad Tree by recursively applying the following method for every quadrant:
• (Fig :2) Recursion stops when desired size of leaf node is obtained. The leaf node of the quad tree is a table with gray scale values. When a leaf node of 16x16 size or 32x32 size is obtained, each matrix is considered as a population. In a population a row is assigned as a chromosome. A chromosome is formed with multiple or single genes. (Fig:3) . When gene size increases the compression ratio increases and the quality of reconstructed image decreases.
B. Designing the fitness function
In our method, the distance between two chromosomes X and Y are computed using Hausdorff Distance (d H ):
Two chromosomes from a chosen population are compared and the fitness between the chromosomes is computed. The chromosome with highest fitness value is chosen.
C. The Method and Operations
Mating, Crossover and mutation are applied with Constrained Run Length Encoding compression algorithm [10] . In this work multiple populations are considered simultaneously. Multiple chromosomes from each population are considered for achieving massive parallelism. A quantized index table is kept for deciding encoding index of the chromosomes. This index representation reduces the size of the encoded image.
THE ALGORITHM:
1. Select n populations 2. For each population select k chromosomes ( repeat the following steps 3 through 6 until all chromosome and all populations are considered.) 3. Apply a genetic operation 4. Evaluate fitness using Hausdorff distance 5. Find out the chromosomes with highest fitness. 6. Get the index value of respected chromosome from index 
